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PAUL BERNAYS 
Introduction. The system of axioms for set theory to be exhibited in this 
paper1 is a modification of the axiom system due to von Neumann.2 In particular 
it adopts the principal idea of von Neumann, that the elimination of the unde-
fined notion of a property ("definite Eigenschaft"),3 which occurs in the original 
axiom system of Zermelo,4 can be accomplished in such a way as to make the re-
sulting axiom system elementary, in the sense of being formalizable in the logical 
calculus of first order, which contains no other bound variables than individual 
variables and no accessory rule of inference (as, for instance, a scheme of com-
plete induction).6 
The purpose of modifying the von Neumann system is to remain nearer to 
the structure of the original Zermelo system and to utilize at the same time some 
of the set-theoretic concepts of the Schroder logic and of Principia tnathetnatica 
which have become familiar to logicians. As will be seen, a considerable simplifi-
cation results from this arrangement. 
The theory is not set up as a pure formalism, but rather in the usual manner 
of elementary axiom theory, where we have to deal with propositions which are 
understood to have a meaning, and where the reference to the domain of facts 
to be axiomatized is suggested by the names for the kinds of individuals and for 
the fundamental predicates. 
On the other hand, from the formulation of the axioms and the methods used 
in making inferences from them, it will be obvious that the theory can be for-
malized by means of the logical calculus of first order ("Pradikatenkalkul" or 
Received September 29, 1936. 
1
 This system was first introduced by the author in a lecture on '.'Mathematical Logic" at the 
University of Gottingen, 1929-30. 
2
 J. v. Neumann, Eine Axiomalisierung der Mengenlehre, Journal fur die reine und ange-
wandte Mathematik, vol. 154 (1925), pp. 219-240; Die Axiomalisierung der Mengenlehre, Mathe-
matische Zeitschrift, vol. 27 (1928), pp. 669-752; Uber eine Widerspruchsfreiheitsfrage in der 
axiomatischeit Mengenlehre, Journal r. angew. Math., vol. 160 (1929), pp. 227-241. 
3
 This elimination was first carried out, in two different ways, by Th. Skolem and A. Fraenkel. 
See Th. Skolem, Einige Bemerkungen zur axiomatischen Begriindung der Mengenlehre, Wissen-
schaftliche Vortrage gehalten auf dem S. Kongress der skandinavischen Mathematiker in 
Helsingfors 1922, Helsingfors 1923, pp. 217-232; and A. Fraenkel, Zu den Grundlagen der Cantor-
/.ermeloschen Mengenlehre, Malhematische Annalen, vol. 86 (1922), pp. 230-237; Untersuchungen 
uber die Grundlagen der Mengenlehre, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 22 (1925), pp. 250-273; 
Zehn Vorlesungen uber die Grundlegung der Mengenlehre, Leipzig and Berlin 1927; Ein-
leitung in die Mengenlehre, 3rd. edn., Berlin 1928. 
4
 E. Zermelo, Untersuchungen uber die Grundlagen der Mengenlehre I, Mathematische Annalen, 
vol. 65 (1908), pp. 261-281. 
5
 It may be observed that the von Neumann axiom system for set theory is the first example of 
an axiom system which is at once adequate to arithmetic and elementary in the sense just described. 
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66 PAUL BERNAYS 
"engere Funktionenkalkul") with the addition of the formalism of equality and 
the i-symbol6 for "descriptions" (in the sense of Whitehead and Russell). 
1. Fundamental concepts, notations, derived notions. According to the 
leading idea of the von Neumann set theory we have to deal with two kinds of 
individuals, which we may distinguish as sets and classes. The distinction may be 
thought of in this way, that a set is a multitude forming a proper thing, whereas 
a class is a predicate regarded only with respect to its extension. 
We shall indicate this distinction by using small italics to refer to sets and 
capital italics for classes (the letters a, • • • , t, A, • • • , T will be used as free 
variables, «, • • • , z, U, • • • , Z as bound variables). Sometimes a letter will be 
chosen as a proper name (symbol) for a particular set or class, and in this case a 
small Greek letter will be taken for a set, a capital Greek letter for a class. 
To denote expressions (including, in particular, expressions consisting of a 
single letter), German letters will be used. 
"Being the same individual" will be denoted by the symbol = . As in the 
usual postulate theory, the identity, = , is not regarded as a primitive predicate 
of the system, but as a logical concept immediately connected with the idea of an 
individual. 
Corresponding to the two kinds of individuals we have two primitive rela-
tions, one between sets, 
atb, 
to be read a is in b or a is an element of b, and one between a set and a class, 
ariB, 
to be read, a belongs to B or a is an element of B. We assume that for any sets 
a, b it is uniquely determined whether atb or not. and that for a set a and a class 
B it is always uniquely determined whether arjB or not. 
Observe that a class never occurs as an element; nor are there elements of 
any other kind than sets.7 
The relations «, ij are the only primitive predicates of our system. Some de-
rived notions are immediately obtained from them by applying logical terms. 
Thus o-€ b, or a is a subset of b, means that every element of o is also an element 
of b; and A-€B, or A is a subclass of B, means that every element of A is also 
an element of B; and the relations a -€ B and A -€ b are to be denned in quite 
the same way. Likewise, a C ft, or a is a proper subset ofb, means that o-€ b but 
not 6-€ a; and A CB, or A is a proper subclass of B, means that A-€B but not 
• Cf. Hilbert and Bernays, Grundlagen der Mathematih I, 1934, §8. 
' The original Zermelo system admits the existence of elements which are not sets. Zermelo 
insists on this point for the sake of generality. And in his recent axiomatization of set theory {Uber 
GrenzzaUen und Mengenbereiche, Fundamenta mathematicae, vol. 16 (1930), pp. 29-47) he ex-
plicitly introduces Urdemente. 
In the systems of Fraenkel and v. Neumann, on the other hand, it is assumed that every element 
is a set. This idea of avoiding elements which are not sets was apparently first suggested by P. Finsler. 
Whether the one procedure or the other is preferable depends on the purpose for which the 
system is intended. 
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B-€A; and the relations aCB and ACb are to be defined in the same way. 
That the set a represents the class A means that <z-€ A and A -€ a. A set c is 
said to be reflexive if etc. A set c is said to be transitive if every element of an 
element of c is also an element of c. A set or class is said to be empty if there is 
no element of it. 
In order to make clear the logical character of these definitions, it is desirable 
to write them down by means of the logical symbols: 
St "Not 31" (negation) 
21 & 93 "21 and 93" (conjunction) 
2Iv93 "21 or 93" (disjunction) 
21 -» 93 "If 21, then 93" (implication) 
(ft))2l(tt>) "For every set ft), 21 (ft))" (universal quantification) 
(£tt))2l(tt)) "For some set tt>, 21(h))" (existential quantification) 
Definition of 
a-€b: (x)(xea -^xtb). 
a-€JB: (x)(xta —^xtiB). 
A-€b: (x)(xyA —* xtb). 
A-€B: (x) (XJ)A -> xr,B). 
aCb: a-€ 6 & 6-€ a. 
Similarly aCB, ACb, ACB are to be defined. 
a represents A: a-€ A & A-€ a. 
c is reflexive: etc. 
c is transitive: (x)(y)(xty & ytc —* xtc). 
c is empty: (Ex)(xtc), or (x)(xtc). 
c is non-empty: (Ex)(xtc). 
Similarly C is empty is to be defined. 
In regard to the formalization of the identity, it may be remarked that, for 
deductive operation with the symbol = , the following formulas, to be used as 
initial formulas (formal axioms) are sufficient: 
a = a. 
a = b —> (ate —* btc). 
a = b —* (eta —* ctb). 
a = b —» (at)C —* byC). 
Instead of a = b we shall usually write a^b ("a is another set than 6"). 
2. The axioms, first part. We shall now state the axioms of the system which 
we are presenting. As in the Hilbert system of axiomatic geometry, the axioms 
are distributed in several series. 
The first axioms are almost the same as in the Zermelo system. 
I. AXIOMS OF EXTENSIONALITY. 
(1) If the set a has the same elements as the set b, then a is the same set as b. 
(This can be expressed by the formula a-€6&6-€a—»a=ft . ) 
(2) If the class A has the same elements as the class B, then A is the same 
class as B. 
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Remarks. 
1. Instead of employing the logical concept of identity and introducing the 
axiom 1(1), there would be, as A. Fraenkel pointed out,8 the possibility of in-
troducing equality as a derived notion, by defining a = b as a-€ 6 & &-€ a, and 
taking as axioms the properties of equality which are expressed by the formulas, 
a = b —+ {ate —* btc), 
a = b —> (arjC —* br)C). 
This reduction, or a similar one, may be useful in the investigation of consistency. 
But for setting up the theory the method of defining the equality a = b does not 
seem to be advantageous, since the meaning of several of the axioms is compli-
cated by it. 
2. The axiom 1(2) will be used only for the purpose of denning a class by 
saying what elements belong to it. Since such a definition is a case of a description 
and, according to a theorem of logic,9 descriptions generally can be eliminated, 
the introduction of the axiom 1(2) could be avoided, and we could get along 
without speaking anywhere of identity between classes. 
At all events, if the system of our axioms with exception of 1(2) can be shown 
to be consistent, the consistency including this axiom is a consequence. 
II. AXIOMS OF DIRECT CONSTRUCTION OF SETS. 
(1) There exists a set which has no element. 
(2) To a set s can be adjoined as element any set c which is not already in 5. 
In other words, given a set s and a set c not in s, there exists a set t, such 
that sQt and c is the only element of / which is not in 5. 
Immediate consequences, notations. Combining the axioms 11(1), (2) with 1(1), 
we find that for both the former axioms the set asserted to exist can be shown 
also to be uniquely determined. Thus we have: 
1. There is a unique set characterized by the property of having no element. 
It may be called the null set and denoted by 0. 
2. For any two sets s and c there is a unique set characterized by the property 
that its elements are those and only those sets which either are in s or are identi-
cal with c. (Observe that the case as need not be excluded, since in this case s 
itself is the unique set having the required property.) 
In particular, taking s = 0, we find that, corresponding to any set c, there is a 
unique set whose only element is c. It may be denoted by (c). 
Similarly, taking s=(a), we find that, corresponding to any two sets a and b, 
there is a unique set whose only elements are a and b. This set will be denoted 
by (a, b). (If a = b, then (a, b) = (a).) 
The set ((a), (a, b)), which is uniquely determined by the sets a, b (in the 
given order), will be called the pair a, b and denoted by (a, b).10 Observe that the 
8
 A. Fraenkel, Vber die Gleichheitsbeziehung in der Mengenlehre, Journal fiir die reine und 
angewandte Mathematik, vol. 157 (1927), pp. 79-81. 
9
 Cf. Hilbert and Bernays, Grundlagen der Mathematik I, §8. 
1
 ° This manner of representing the ordered pair is due to C. Kuratowski (Sur la notion de Vordre 
dans la theorie des ensembles, Fundamenta mathematicae, vol. 2 (1921), pp. 161-171). 
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relation, (a, b) = c, as well as the assertion, "c is a pair," can be expressed by 
means of t, = , and our logical symbols. 
If (a, b) = (c, d), then a = c and b = d. Indeed, for c = d we have: 
(c,d) = ((c), (c,d)) = ((c)); 
.: ((a), (a,b)) = (c), 
(a) = (a,6) = (c), 
a = c, b = c, b = d. 
And for cj^d we have: 
(c)*(c,d), (a)*(c,d); 
(a)t((c),(c,d)), (a) = (c), a = c; 
(c,d)t((a),(a,b)), (a,b) = (c,d), 
(a)^(a,b), a^b, b*c, b = d. 
Thus if (a, b) = c, the sets a, b are uniquely determined by the set c. We call a the 
first member, and 6 the second member, of the pair (a, b). 
The pair (b, a) will be said to be converse to (a, b). The pair ((a, 6), c) will be 
said to arise from (a, (b, c)) by coupling to the left, and (a, (b, c)) will be said to 
arise from ({a, b), c) by coupling to the right. 
III . AXIOMS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF CLASSES. 
a(l) Corresponding to any set a there exists a class whose only element is a. 
a(2) Corresponding to any class A there exists a class to which a set belongs 
if and only if it does not belong to A {complementary class to A). 
a(3) Corresponding to any two classes A, B there exists a class to which a 
set belongs if and only if it belongs both to A and to B (intersection of A and B, 
or, as we shall also say, of A with B). 
b(l) There exists a class whose elements are those sets which have one and 
only one element. 
b(2) There exists a class whose elements are those pairs (a, b) for which atb. 
b(3) Corresponding to any class A there exists a class whose elements are 
those pairs (a, b) for which ay A. 
c(l) Corresponding to any class A of pairs there exists a class whose elements 
are the first members of the elements of A (domain of A). 
c(2) Corresponding to any class A of pairs there exists a class whose elements 
are the pairs which are converse to the elements of A (converse class to A). 
c(3) Corresponding to any class A of pairs of the form (a, (b, c)) there exists 
a class whose elements are the pairs which arise from the elements of A by 
coupling to the left. 
Immediate consequences. In consequence of 1(2), each of the assertions of the 
axioms III can be supplemented by the remark that there is only one class having 
the postulated property. Hence we may speak of the class whose only element is a, 
the complementary class to A, the intersection of A and B, and so on. 
Combining the axioms III among themselves, we are led to further classes, 
which again are uniquely determined in consequence of 1(2): 
1. The intersection of the class whose only element is 0 with the class whose 
only element is (0) is the empty class. The complementary class to this is the 
class of all sets. The class of the pairs (a, b) for which a belongs to the class of all 
sets is the class of all pairs. 
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2. The complementary class of the intersection of the complementary classes 
of A and B has as its elements the sets a characterized by the property, "Either a 
belongs to A or a belongs to B." We call it the sum of A and B. 
3. The converse class to the class of pairs whose first member belongs to B 
is the class of pairs whose second member belongs to B. The intersection of the 
class of pairs whose first member belongs to A and the class of pairs whose second 
member belongs to B is the class of pairs (a, b) such that ai\A and brjB. 
4. The domain of the converse class of a class A of pairs is the class of second 
members of elements of A. We call it the converse domain of A. The sum of the 
domain and the converse domain of a class A of pairs is the field of A. Its ele-
ments are the members of the elements of A. 
5. Starting from a pair ((a, b), c), passing to the converse, then coupling to 
the left, then passing again to the converse, coupling again to the left, and 
finally again passing to the converse, we get the pair {a, (b, c)). Thus from a class 
A of pairs of the form ((a, b), e), by application of III c(2) and c(3) we obtain 
the class of pairs which arise from elements of A by coupling to the right—i.e. 
the process of applying III c(3) can be inverted. The process of applying III c(3) 
may be denoted briefly as coupling to the left, the inverse process as coupling to 
the right. 
6. By III a(3), b(l), b(2), b(3), c(2) we may obtain the intersection of the 
class of pairs (a, b) such that aeb and the class of pairs (a, b) such that a and b 
have each one and only one element. The converse domain of this intersection 
has as its elements the sets of the form ((c)). But since ((c)) is the same as (c, c), 
this gives us the class of all pairs (a, b) such that a = £-." 
7. Let c be a set. By III a(l) , a(3), b(2), b(3), c(2) we may obtain the inter-
section of the class of pairs (a, b) such that atb and the class of pairs whose second 
member is c. The domain of this intersection has the same elements that c has. 
Thus every set represents a class. But, as we shall see, not every class is repre-
sented by a set. 
3. Predicates and classes. Before going on to consideration of the remaining 
axioms it will be desirable to have a certain survey of the consequences of the 
axioms III . For this purpose we shall prove a metamathematical theorem con-
cerning the possibility of making classes correspond to certain predicates of sets, 
the term predicate being taken in the wider sense, so as to include predicates of 
several subjects (relations). 
The predicates here in question are defined by means of certain expressions, 
which, in general, contain besides the arguments, or variables corresponding to 
subjects, still other variables as parameters. 
These expressions are the following: first the primary expressions, u*b, and 
a = b, and a?j53, where a and b denote free variables for sets (small italics) and S3 
denotes a free variable for a class (capital italics); further the expressions ob-
tainable from primary expressions by the logical operations, conjunction, dis-
u
 This inference depends on the special form of the definition which we have adopted for the 
ordered pair. We could avoid this dependency by taking instead of our axiom III b(l) an axiom 
saying that there exists a class whose elements are the pairs of the form (c, c). 
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junction, implication, negation, and the quantifiers, every quantifier changing a 
free variable into a bound one, but with the restriction that the quantifiers are 
to be applied only to variables for sets. 
These expressions will be called here constitutive expressions. 
A constitutive expression, with some of the free variables for sets taken as 
arguments and all other free variables occurring in it taken as parameters, 
represents, for each system of fixed values of the parameters, a predicate with 
the places of the subjects marked by the arguments. For instance the expression. 
(Ex)(atx & xtb & xt]C), 
if b and C are taken as parameters, represents the following property of a set a: 
to be in a set which is a common element of the set b and the class C. 
Now it is a question of making classes correspond to the predicates defined 
by constitutive expressions. For this purpose we need the notion of a k-tuplet 
(*=1 , 2, 3, • • • )• 
A k-tuplet is a set, formed ouf of k sets di, • • • , a*, the members of the £-tuplet, 
by the iterated operation of forming pairs, as follows. A 1-tuplet (singlet) 
formed out of a is a itself. A (£+l)-tuplet formed out of cti, • • • , ak+\ is a pair 
(u, t>), where u is a p-tup\et, 0 is a g-tuplet, p-\-q = k+l, the members of u are 
some p of the sets Qi, •• • , a*+i, and the members of D are the remainder of 
those sets. 
Under this definition a 2-tuplet (doublet) formed out of a and b is one or 
other of the pairs (a, b), (b, a) and the members of the doublet are the same as 
the members of the pair under our previous definition. 
Observe that a set c which is a (£+l)-tuplet is also a i-tuplet, but that the 
members of c as a &-tuplet are not the same as the members of c as a (£ + l)-tuplet. 
If in the formation of a i-tuplet we replace the members in order by the 
variables a\, • • • , ak, we obtain the schema of the &-tuplet. Thus the schema of a 
quadruplet ((a, b), (c, b» is ((ah a2), (a3, a4». 
The number of different £-tuplet schemata formed out of the variables 
flii • • • i o* can be shown to be 
(2jfe-2)! 
(k-l)]kl ' 
In the schema of a £-tuplet each of the variables has a degree, i.e. the number 
of brackets ( ) by which it is enclosed. In the £-tuplet itself we define the degree 
of a member to be the degree of the corresponding variable in the schema of the 
fe-tuplet. 
A £-tuplet will be called normal if, in the succession of members ai, • • • , a*, 
each member op, where p<k, has the degree p, and at has the degree £—1. Thus, 
for instance, a normal quintuplet has the form (ai, (02, (03, (cu, a5)))). (All singlets 
and doublets are normal.) 
The possible differences between /fe-tuplets formed out of the same members 
consist in the order of the members and the positions of the brackets ( ). A 
change in the positions of the brackets, preserving the order of the members, 
will be called a rebracketing. 
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A &-tuplet will be said to correspond to a series (system of values) <Ji, • • • , a* 
if tti, • • • , a* are the members of the i-tuplet in order. 
Now the theorem to be proved can be formulated as follows: If $(tii, •••,*>*) 
is a constitutive expression with toi, • • • , t>* as arguments, then for every system of 
fixed values of the parameters there exists, by virtue of the axioms III , a class the 
elements of which are the normal k-tuplets corresponding to those systems of values 
of tii, • • • , tit for which the predicate ^3(tii, • • - , » * ) holds for the fixed values in 
question of the parameters. 
In order to prove this we consider first the case that ^(Bi, • • • , ti*) is a pri-
mary expression. Then it has one of the forms tii»;S, tiitr, retii, tii = r, r = tii, tiitti», 
b2et»i, t>i = &2, &2 = &ij where S denotes a parameter referring to classes and r a 
parameter referring to sets. 
In all of these cases the existence of a class with the required property is 
easily seen, since the normal singlet corresponding to a value of D is just that 
value itself, and the normal doublet corresponding to a system of values tti, dj of 
tii, ti2 is the pair (ai, a2). Indeed, for OiijS the class taken as value for S is the 
required class. For tii = r or r = tii the existence of a class with the required prop-
erty follows immediately from III a(l) . For tii«tis or l^ etii it follows from III b(2), 
c(2). For tii = t>2 or D2 = »i it follows from the consequence 6 of the axioms III, 
derived above (§2). For tiitr it follows from consequence 7 of the axioms III . 
And in a similar way it follows for r«tii by the axioms III a(l) , a(3), b(2), b(3), 
c(l), c(2). 
Now going on to constitutive expressions formed by means of the logical 
operations, we first remark that on account of the equivalence of 21 v 33 to 21 & 93, 
of 21 -»93 to 21 & 93, and of (ro)2l(ro) to (Iro)2T(ro) we need consider only the three 
operations, conjunction, negation, and existential quantification. Concerning 
these three operations we have at once the following: 
1. If C is a class of the required property with respect to a constitutive ex-
pression ^(tij, • • • , »*) and a fixed system of values for the parameters, then the 
complementary class of C has the required property with respect to ^(tii, • • • , D*) 
and the same system of values for the parameters. 
2. If C is a class of the required property with respect to a constitutive ex-
pression ^ ( d , • • • , tit) (&>1) and a fixed system of values for the param-
eters, then the converse domain of C has the required property with respect to 
the expression (£u)^3.(u, ti2, • • • , tit) and the same system of values for the 
parameters, u being a variable which does not occur in ^}(tii, • • • , D*). 
3. If ^(Ui, • • • , ur) and 0(tii, • • • , » , ) are constitutive expressions which 
have no argument in common and if, for a fixed system of values of the param-
eters which occur, A is a class of the required property with respect to 
^(iii, • • • , ur) and B is a class of the required property with respect to 
0(tii, • • • , ti,), then by consequence 3 of the axioms III (§2 above) there exists 
a class whose elements are those (r+s)-tuplets (a, b), a being a normal r-tuplet 
corresponding to a system of values tti, • • • , o„ and b a normal s-tuplet corre-
sponding to a system of values bj, • • • , b„ for which 
$(a,, • • • , o,) & 0(b i , • • • , b.) 
holds for the fixed system of values of the parameters. 
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Looking at these results 1-3 from the point of view of what has to be proved, 
we see that 1 and 2, concerning negation and existential quantification, are 
sufficient. (In connection with 2, note that there is no loss of generality in the 
assumption that the existential quantifier is applied to the first one of the argu-
ments in the given constitutive expression, because the order toi, • • • , b* of these 
arguments may be arbitrarily chosen.) In 3, however, two things are lacking: 
the case that the expressions $(iii, • • • , u,) and 0(b i , • • • , 0.) have common 
arguments is not included, and the class of (r+s)-tuplets which is proved to 
exist is, in the case r > l , not a class of normal (r+s)-tuplets. Thus in order to 
complete the proof of our theorem we have still to remove these two deficiencies. 
Concerning the first of them we remark that the case of common arguments 
of the expressions ?5(ui, • • • , ur) and 0(b i , • • • , b,) can be treated by first 
taking all the arguments as different from one another and afterwards in the 
conjunction 
$(Ul , • • • , Ur) & 0 ( » 1 , • • • , » . ) 
identifying some of the arguments. The identifications can be performed suc-
cessively, so that at each step only two variables are identified. And by per-
forming permutations on the arguments we can arrange that the arguments 
identified are, at each step, the first two. 
In connection with the other deficiency, concerning the form of the (r+s)-
tuplets in 3, note that these (r+s)-tuplets all have the same schema and that 
each of them corresponds to a system of values of the arguments Ui, • • • , ur, 
Si, • • • , b, for which the predicate represented by the expression 
<P(u1; • • • , ur) & €>(bi, •. • • ,b.) 
holds (for the fixed system of values of the parameters). Thus the transition 
from the class of (r-f-j)-tuplets in 3 to the class which is to be proved to exist 
in the case of the constitutive expression 
<P(ui, • • • , ur) & Q(»i, • • • , » , ) 
(with Ui, • • • , ur, bi, • • • , b, all different) will consist only in a rebracketing, 
the same for each (r+s)-tuplet. 
Hence for the completion of our proof it will be sufficient to establish the 
following two things: 
4. If in the case of the constitutive expression 2l(bi, • • • , b*) (k>l) a 
class with the property required by our theorem exists for a fixed system of 
values of the parameters, then a class with the required property exists in the 
case of each of the expressions resulting from 2I(bi, • • • , b*) by a permutation of 
the arguments toi, • • • , b*, and also in the case of the expression 2l(b2, b2, •• • , b*) 
with the k— 1 arguments bj, • • • , b* (where it is understood each time that the 
values of the parameters are preserved). 
5. Corresponding to any class C of Muplets which all have the same schema 
there exists a class the elements of which are the normal ifc-tuplets obtained from 
the elements of C by rebracketing. 
Moreover, proof of 4 reduces to proof of the two following things: 
4a. If the same permutation is applied to the members of each element of a 
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class C of normal i-tuplets, the resulting class of normal ife-tuplets also exists. 
4b. Corresponding to any class C of normal (&+1)-tuple ts there exists the 
class obtained from C by omitting all the (/fe+l)-tuplets in which the first two 
members are different and then canceling the first member of each of the re-
maining (£ + l)-tuplets (so as to obtain a normal i-tuplet). 
Of these, 4b may be proved as follows. By the axiom III b(3) and the con-
sequence 6 of the axioms III (see §2 above), there exists the class of all sets of 
the form ((a, a), b), from which we obtain by coupling to the right (consequence 
5 of the axioms III) the class of all sets of the form (a, {a, b)). If C is a class of 
normal (&+l)-tuplets, then in the case k>l the intersection of C with the class 
of sets having the form (a, (a, b)) is the class of those (k+ l)-tuplets of C in which 
the first two members are equal. In the case k = 1 the corresponding subclass of C 
is obtained as the intersection of C with the class of pairs (c, c) (consequence 6). 
Thus in both cases we have a class C* arising from C by omitting the (£+1)-
tuplets in which the first member is different from the second. And the converse 
domain of C* is the class obtained from C* by canceling the first member of each 
(fc-f-l)-tuplet. 
The assertions 4a and 5 can be combined into the following: If the same 
permutation is applied to the members of each element of a class C of £-tuplets 
which all have the same schema and at the same time each element of C is 
rebracketed so as to render it a normal fc-tuplet, the resulting class of normal 
ife-tuplets exists. And in order to prove this it will be sufficient to prove the two 
following things: 
6. The passage, by permutation and rebracketing, from a given ife-tuplet to a 
prescribed normal £-tuplet with the same members, can be performed by a 
succession of steps of the following kind: 
si*. Replacing a /fe-tuplet, regarded as a pair, by the converse pair. 
S2*. Coupling to the left or to the right, applied to a i-tuplet, i.e., re-
placing a £-tuplet (a, (b, c)) by ((a, b), c) or inversely. 
sg,k. Replacing a £-tuplet (o, (b, c)) by (a, (c, b)), or a *-tuplet ((a, b), c) 
by ((b, a), c), i.e., replacing a pair which is a member of a pair p (p being a 
jfe-tuplet) by its converse. 
s4*. Coupling to the left or to the right applied to a member of a pair p 
(p being a jfe-tuplet). 
(Note that s3k is the application of a process Sih (h < k) and stk the application 
of a process $2* (h<k) to one or other of the members of a pair which is a 
ife-tuplet.) 
7. If C is a class of ife-tuplets such that a process P, which is one of the steps 
Sih, szk, s3k, Sik, can be applied to each of its elements, then the class exists whose 
elements are the £-tuplets arising from the elements of C by the process P . 
In order to prove 6 we proceed as follows. We first prove that, in the case of 
any it-tuplet, if a is a member of degree higher than 1, we can, by means of the 
processes Sik and S2k, lower the degree of a by one. Indeed the &-tuplet, of which 
a is a member of second or higher degree, must have one of the forms (p, (q, r)) 
or ((q, r), p), a being part of (q, r). If it has the form (p, (q, r)) and a is either 
part of r or r itself, we get by coupling to the left the ife-tuplet ((p, q), r), in which 
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the degree of a is less by one—since in ({p, q), r) the number of brackets enclos-
ing r, and therefore also the number of brackets enclosing a, is less by one than 
in (p, (q, r)). If it has the form (p, (q, r)) and a is either part of q or q itself, 
we get, by taking the converse of the pair (p, (q, r)) and then coupling to the 
right, the /fe-tuplet (q, (r, p)), in which the degree of a is less by one. And the 
case that the given ife-tuplet has the form ((q, r), p) is handled in an entirely 
analogous way. 
Being able, by means of the processes Sik, stk to lower the degree of a member a 
of a /fe-tUplet by one, as long as it is higher than 1, we can, by iterated applications 
of these processes, bring the degree down to 1. The &-tuplet we obtain in this 
way has one of the forms (a, b) or (b, a); and from (a, b) we can pass to (b, a) 
by the process Sik. Thus from a &-tuplet of which a is a member (k>l) we can 
pass by means of the processes sik, Sik to a £-tuplet of the form (b, a). 
Now in order to pass from a given jfe-tuplet to the normal fc-tuplet, 
<0i, <a», • • • , <a*_i, a*} • • • ) ) , 
where cti, • • • , cu are the members of the given i-tuplet in some arbitrarily 
chosen order, we can proceed as follows. 
First, by applying the processes sik, Stk, we can pass from the given ife-tuplet 
to a £-tuplet (b, a*), where b is a (k — l)-tuplet having ai, • • • , eu_i as its mem-
bers. If k = 2, then (b, <u) is already the normal &-tuplet desired. 
Let k be greater than 2. Then by applying the processes Sik~l, 52l_1 to b we can 
pass from b to a (k— l)-tuplet (c, a*-i), where c is a (k— 2)-tuplet having the mem-
bers di, • • • , <u_j. This operation, carried out within the &-tuplet (b, a*), leads to 
((c, cu_i), a*). The processes involved are applications of si*-1 and Stk~l to one of 
the members of a pair (the pair being a ife-tuplet); i.e. they are applications of 
Sik and 54*. Then from ((c, a*_i), a*) by coupling to the right we get (c, (a*_i, a*)). 
If k = 3, then this £-tuplet is already the one desired. 
Let k be greater than 3. Then by the processes Sik~2, 5j*-2 applied to c we can 
pass from c to a (k — 2)-tuplet (b, a*_j), where b is a (k — 3)-tuplet having the 
members ai, • • • , cu_j. Therefore by the processes s3k, Sik we can pass from 
(c, (<u_i, a*)) to ((b, a*_s), (a*_i, a*)), and from this by coupling to the right we 
get (b, (at_2, (cu_i, a*))). If Jfe = 4, then this is the normal £-tuplet desired. 
If k is greater than 4 we continue in the same way. 
After at most k— 1 repetitions we will come to the desired normal i-tuplet, 
(Gi. (12, • • • , (<U_i, Ojt) • • • ) ) , 
the steps applied all being of the kinds Sik, sj*, s3*, or stk. 
Turning now to the proof of 7, we note that if P is one of the processes 
Sik, Stk the desired result follows immediately from the axioms III c(2), c(3) and 
consequence 5 of these axioms (§2). Thus we need consider only the cases that 
P is Sik or Sik. 
LEMMA. If A and B are classes of pairs, there exists the class of all those pairs 
(a, b) for which there exists a set x such that (a, x)i]A and (x, b)tiB. 
Indeed by the axiom III b(3) there exists the class C of all pairs ((a, c), b) 
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such that (a, c)i)A. By the axioms III b(3), c(2) there exists the class of all pairs 
(a, (c, b)) such that (c, b)i)B, and hence by III c(3) the class D of all pairs 
((a, c), b) such that (c, b)r)B. The intersection of C and D is the class of all sets 
((a, c), b) such that (a, c)r)A and (c, b)i\B. Taking the converse class of this class 
and coupling to the left, we obtain the class H of those pairs ((b, a), c) for which 
(a, c)r)A and (c, b)r\B. The converse class of the domain of H is the class whose 
existence is asserted by the lemma. 
The operation of passing from a class A of pairs and a class B of pairs to the 
class of those pairs (a, b) for which there exists an * such that (a, x)yA and 
(x, b)i)B (i.e. the class whose existence is asserted by the lemma just proved) 
will be called composition of A with B, and the lemma will be called the composi-
tion lemma. 
The assertion 7, for the case that P is one of the processes stk, sf, is easily 
reduced, by means of the composition lemma and the axiom III c(2), to the 
two following assertions: 
8. There exists the class of all sets of the form ({a, b), (b, a)). 
9. There exists the class of all sets of the form ((a, (b, c)), ((a, b), c)). 
Proof of 8 is as follows. By consequence 6 of the axioms III, and the axioms 
III b(3), c(2), c(3), there exists the class of all sets of the form (((a, b), b), c). 
From this class we obtain by coupling to the right the class of sets having the 
form ((a, b), (b, c)). The intersection of this class with its converse is the class 
of all sets of the form {(a, b), {b, a)). 
Proof of 9 is as follows. By composition of the class of all sets of the form 
((a, b), (b, a)) with itself, we obtain the class of all sets of the form12 ((a, b), {a, b)). 
From this class we get by coupling to the left the class of all sets of the form 
(({a, b), a), b), and hence, applying the axiom III b(3) and twice coupling to the 
right, the class of all sets of the form ((a, b), (a, (b, c))). Taking the converse of 
the latter class, applying III b(3), and then again coupling to the right, we obtain 
the class M of all sets which have the form 
{(a, {b, c)), ({a, b), d)). 
On the other hand as we have seen (in the proof of 8) there exists the class of 
all sets of the form ({b, c), (c, e)). From this class, applying III b(3), c(2), and 
coupling to the left, we obtain the class of all sets of the form ((a, (b, c)), (c, e)). 
And by composition of this class with the class of sets of the form ((a, b), (b, a)) 
we obtain the class N of all sets of the form 
((a, (b, c», (e, c)). 
The intersection of M and N (III a(3)) is the class of all sets of the form 
((a, (b, c», ((a, b), c» . 
Herewith the demonstration of our theorem on the correspondence between 
predicates and classes is completed. We shall call this theorem briefly the class 
11
 Of course this class can be shown to exist also in other ways. For example it can be obtained 
as the intersection of the class of all pairs (c, c) with the class of those pairs (r, s) in which r belongs 
to the class of all pairs. 
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theorem; in the further development of the present system we shall have occasion 
to use it constantly. 
The following immediate consequences may be stated at once. 
Corresponding to any class C there exists: 
1) A class which is the intersection of the elements of C, i.e., a class whose 
elements are the sets which are in every element of C. 
2) A class which is the sum of the elements of C, i.e., a class whose elements 
are the sets which are in at least one element of C. 
3) A class whose elements are the subsets of C. 
The constitutive expressions with argument a and parameter C to which 
these classes correspond (under the class theorem) are, respectively, 
(x)(xr)C —» atx), 
(Ex){xi)C & atx), 
(x)(xta—* xtC). 
Instead of the parameter C, referring to classes, we may take a parameter b, 
referring to sets, at the same time replacing i\ by t; i.e., we may employ the 
constitutive expressions, 
(x)(xtb —> atx), 
(Ex)(xeb & atx), 
(x)(xta—> xtb). 
Applying the class theorem to these, we find that corresponding to any set b 
there exists: 
1) A class which is the intersection of the elements of b. 
2) A class which is the sum of the elements of b. 
3) The class of all subsets of b. 
ZURICH 
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